The firebreak garden
A test structure for the forest protection against fire
in the Maures’ Mountains
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« 23rd of March, 1964, at Villefort 220 harkis are planting trees and going to school »
Departmental records of La Réole, 1066 W 317

Harkis’ geographical breakdown in the -hameau de forestage- in 1965
(the camps hosting the Harkis’ families)

source: Inter Movements Committee Close To The Evacuees
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» Tents in the Camp of Bourg Lastic, 1963 »

» Transfer of harkis to Marseille, June 1962 »
Maures Mountain
Little mountains chain of 135 000 hectares in the south of France, located in the Var department, between Hyères and Toulon. Its peak, Notre-Dame-des-Anges, reaches 780m.

« Intervention of firemen and of harkis on forest fires, summer 1986 »
André Chaliot
Installation of anti-erosion infiltration strips, weeding of the firebreaks

Ongles' History and Memory House, and Vair and Vairanne's departmental archives